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Letter from the Secretary-General
Esteemed Participants,
It is my greatest honour to welcome you all to EUROsimA 2017. This year marks the
13th anniversary of our conference and with an experience of over ten years, the European Council is one of our oldest and most important committees. I had the privilege
of serving as an under-secretary general for the European Council in the previous two
sessions of EUROsimA and therefore it is needless to say that this committee has an
essential importance for me.
The European Council is a body of the EU where every general guideline is established by the heads of the states thus the agenda items of the EC are usually broad
yet extremely important. This year’s agenda items are no exceptions for that matter.
Integrity of the European Union and illicit drug trafficking will be discussed throughout the sessions and I hope many efficient solutions will be found to the problems at
hand. EU institutions have tried to implement specific solutions to both of the issues
however it seems Europe is in need of a general guidance which can be provided only
by the European Council.
The study guide you are holding in your hands is prepared for you to comprehensively study the agenda items and be ready for every single possibility that these
topics could evolve into. Moreover, this academic work would not have been achieved
without Ms. Ecem Ersözlü’s tireless efforts and invaluable contributions. I feel myself
obliged to thank her for everything that she has done for this committee.
I once again welcome you all to EUROsimA and wish you an amazing experience
here in the European Council.
Kind Regards,
Ali Berk İdil
Secretary-General
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Letter from the Under Secretary-General
Highly Esteemed Participants,
It is my pleasure to welcome you all to the 13th annual session of EUROsimA. I am
Ecem Ersözlü, a second-year Political Science and Public Administration student in
Middle East Technical University; and I have the honour of serving as the under-secretary general responsible for the European Council.
EUROsimA 2017 is sure to be a unique experience for its participants, who will
find themselves either in the rapidly shifting landscape of contemporary Europe or
in the pages of its history. This year’s theme overarching all committees is “Integrity
with Harmony”, a feat that has proven itself difficult even for the European Union. As
the guiding body comprised of the EU’s distinguished political leaders, the European
Council is the perfect committee to take on the challenges of this theme. Each delegate, as the head of state or government of their respective country, has the chance
to lead the European Union to a new future.
Suitably, the first topic of the European Council this year is “Integrity of the European Union.” The EU is a political entity both separate from and comprised of its 28
Member States, and its nature has been the subject of many debates. On every issue
imaginable, the Union goes through discussions about what the extent of cooperation
should be and if any of its actions infringe the national sovereignty of states. Some
countries are eager to form a unified front on most issues, while others are discontented with the power the EU institutions have over their individual policies. Meanwhile, the leaders are struggling with the responsibility of balancing between the rising anti-EU sentiment and the need to unite against the instability plaguing the world.
The first topic is relatively lenient since it allows for delegates to prioritise whichever
issues are the most important for their states in the name of deciding upon the fate
of the integrity of the European Union.
The second topic, “Combating Illicit Drug Trade”, brings attention to a prominent
security matter which also has many legal, economic, social and health-related ramifications. The illicit drug trade going on in the EU becomes more dangerous with each
new drug production technique, selling platform, concealment method and trafficking
route. The European Council’s task is to tackle the issue at its roots and find ways to
generally reduce drug-related underground activities, while also addressing the circumstances that amplify the EU’s illicit drug problem.
To conclude, I would like to express my sincerest gratitude to the EUROsimA 2017
academic team for their hard work and support during the preparation of this conference; particularly to our Secretary General Ali Berk İdil for his guidance and endless
patience, and to the Assistant to Secretary General Ali Demir for his invaluable contributions to this study guide.
Should you have questions about any academic matter regarding the committee,
please do not hesitate to contact me as I would be glad to help you out.
Kind regards,
Ecem ERSÖZLÜ
Under-Secretary General
ersozlu@eurosima.org
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I. Introduction to the European Union
and the European Council
a. History and Structure of the European Union
In order to shape the future of the European Union, we must first take a look
at its roots and why its formation has occurred. Europe has been the epicentre of
many historical conflicts; and it experienced an unprecedented destruction caused
by the Second World War which urged the continent to unite its nations. The situation was bleak in 1945: almost 40 million victims, 20 million displaced persons, the
rising superpowers of the USA and the Soviet Union, and the leftover racial, political
and religious tensions threatened the continent.1 European states had to revive their
economies, prevent the return of extreme nationalism and preserve their sovereignty
in a world divided by the Cold War.2 The ideal of an autonomous unity of European
states therefore grew, with some people supporting a full-blown federation while
others favoured a simple association of independent states.3 These schemes were
voiced in the highly influential Hague Congress in the spring of 1948, which lead to
the creation of the European Movement to heighten public opinion about integration.4
In 1949, the Council of Europe – called a “kind of United States of Europe” by Winston
Churchill – was formed with ten states (Belgium, Denmark, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Sweden) as a pioneering
international parliamentary assembly. Continuing their efforts of unification, European leaders declared the need for pooling their coal and steel resources together
under a “High Authority”, which would require reconciliation between the age-old
enemies France and Germany. As a result, Treaty of Paris was signed in 1951, establishing the continent’s first supranational5 organization European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), which was the first major step towards a European Union. The signing
states (Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Luxembourg) are
also called the Inner Six. With this economical and political success, the federalisation efforts were heightened and many other cooperative projects were proposed in
the fields of defence, agriculture, health and science. In 1957, the Inner Six signed the
Treaty of Rome (renamed Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union in 2007) in
order to establish the European Economic Community (EEC), effectively introducing a
1

2
3
4
5

“Historical Events in the European Integration Process (1945–2014).” Centre Virtuel De La Connaissance Sur L’Europe. University of Luxembourg. Accessed November 2016. http://www.cvce.eu/en/collections/unit-content/-/unit/02bb76df-d066-4c08a58a-d4686a3e68ff.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
“Going beyond national boundaries or authority” (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/supranational)
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Common Market.6 Another significant outcome was the creation of European Atomic
Energy Community (Euratom) for collaboration in developing nuclear power. Boosted
by the unification efforts, European economy grew throughout the 1960s.7 The Merger Treaty of 1967 combined ECSC, EEC and Euratom under one single structure called
the European Communities with a shared Commission, Council, Parliamentary Assembly and Court of Justice – resembling the modern EU. After many disputes, the first
enlargement of the union happened in 1973 when Denmark, Ireland and the United
Kingdom joined the Member States.8 The 1980s saw the membership of Greece, Spain
and Portugal; which highlighted the need for a common regional policy due to imbalances between the states.9 The Schengen Agreement was signed in 1985, and internal borders were gradually abolished to allow citizens’ free movement.10 In 1993, the
European Union was finally established with the Maastricht Treaty – also called the
Treaty on European Union. This treaty based the union upon three pillars: European
Communities, Common Foreign and Security Policy, Police and Judicial Co-operation
in Criminal Matters.11 It also set the criteria for Economic and Monetary Union, thus
leading all member states to adopt euro as their currency and completing the Single
Market with the four freedoms of movement of goods, services, people and money.12 Expansions continued in the following years, reaching the current 28 members
by 2013.13 The European Union as it functions today is mostly based on the Treaty of
Lisbon ratified in 2009, whose most important amendment was unifying the three pillars into one legal entity.14 It can be seen that the EU had set out as separate bodies
with the purpose of creating European collaboration in different areas and eventually
formed the hybrid intergovernmental and supranational union that it is today, on the
“ever closer union” principle.

6

7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14

«Chronologie Interactive De La Construction Européenne (1945-2015).» Centre Virtuel De La Connaissance Sur L’Europe. University of Luxembourg. Accessed November 2016. http://www.cvce.eu/obj/chronologie_interactive_de_la_construction_europeenne_1945_2015-fr-944540bf-f5b2-44ed-aa4b-a618ed32d971.html
Communication Department of the European Commission. “The History of the European Union.” European Union website.
Accessed November 2016. https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/history_en.
«Chronologie Interactive De La Construction Européenne (1945-2015).» Centre Virtuel De La Connaissance Sur L’Europe. University of Luxembourg. Accessed November 2016.http://www.cvce.eu/obj/chronologie_interactive_de_la_construction_europeenne_1945_2015-fr-944540bf-f5b2-44ed-aa4b-a618ed32d971.html
Ibid.
Ibid.
European Union, Treaty on European Union (Consolidated Version), Treaty of Maastricht , 7 February 1992, Official Journal of
the European Communities C 325/5; 24 December 2002, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b39218.html [accessed 1 December 2016]
Ibid.
Communication Department of the European Commission. “The History of the European Union.” European Union website.
Accessed November 2016. https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/history_en.
European Union. “Consolidated version of the Treaty on European Union.” 13 December 2007. 2008/C 115/01. Accessed November 2016. http://www.refworld.org/docid/4b179f222.html
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(https://ahousewithnochild.wordpress.com/2015/03/10/the-european-unions-barely-veiled-secret/)

The current 28 Member States of the European Union are: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Republic of Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the United
Kingdom.15
The European Union has a complex political structure with regards to its bodies
and decision-making process. Mainly, there are seven institutions of the European
Union that serve as the principle decision-making bodies. The European Council sets
the political agenda and priorities of the union, which are then discussed in the three
institutions involved in the ordinary legislative procedure.16 The first is the executive
European Commission with one member from each state representing the interests
of the whole EU.17 The Commission proposes new laws for the European Parliament
and the Council of the European Union to decide on together.18 The Parliament is comprised of political parties whose members are directly elected by European citizens
and thus represent the interests of the whole public, while the Council of European
Union has representatives from each member state fighting for their national interests.19

15

16

17
18
19

“Countries.” European Union website - European Commission. 2016. Accessed December 2016. https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/countries_en.
Communication Department of the European Commission. “ EU Institutions and Other Bodies.” European Union website.
Accessed November 2016. https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/history_en.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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(Role of National Parliaments presented by European Parliament DG Internal Policies Directorate for Relations with
National Parliaments http://slideplayer.com/slide/742622/)

Other institutions are Court of Justice of the European Union, the Court of Auditors
and the European Central Bank. The European Union also has over 40 agencies with
the purpose of accomplishing specific tasks.

b. The European Council
The European Council acts as a collective presidency for the European Union; it sets
the political agenda, provides impetus, defines priorities and deadlines, and adopts
conclusions outlining actions to be taken.20 It has been a summit for the heads of state
or government of the member states since 1961, even though it was realised as a formal institution as late as 2009 with the Lisbon Treaty. The European Council convenes
at least four times in different European cities each year, as well as holding added
summits to address special issues.21 The Council adopts conclusions as resolutions
during each summit. The conclusions identify specific matters that the EU should focus on, providing solutions to tackle problems and setting goals and deadlines.22 The
conclusions’ main aim is to advise Member States, other EU institutions and bodies.
The European Council could be seen as the “face” of the EU. It has no legislative
power, yet carries immense political influence since all its conclusions are put forward
with the full consensus of the 28 heads of Member States. This is why it is imperative
for each member to voice their country’s policies and issues. At its meeting on June
2014, the European Council has agreed on five priority areas to guide the EU’s work
until 2019; one of which is ensuring the EU’s strong engagement in world affairs while
20

21

22

European Union. “Consolidated version of the Treaty on European Union.” 13 December 2007. 2008/C 115/01. Accessed November 2016. http://www.refworld.org/docid/4b179f222.html
“The European Council” Consilium - European Union. Accessed December 2016. http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/european-council/.
“European Council conclusions” Consilium - European Union. Accessed December 2016. http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/
european-council/conclusions/.
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staying harmonious in itself.23 However, in the rapidly tensing political climate, it is
unsure whether the European Union will stand together against rising threats or disband to let each state realise its own will.

II. Functions of the European Union
a. Economy and Finance
i. Single Market and Customs Union
The free movement of goods, people, services and money is one of the cornerstones that the EU was founded on, as detailed by the Treaty on the Functioning
of the European Union. The single market (also called the internal market) spans
500 million consumers and 21 million small and medium-sized enterprises in all 28
member states as well as the non-member states Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein and
Switzerland.24

The single market for goods basically removes certain legal, technical and bureaucratic barriers between participant countries in order to provide easy access, higher
safety standards and lower costs/prices. This is mainly done through the Customs
Union of all the Member States, Monaco, and – through bilateral agreements that
exclude agricultural products – Turkey, Andorra, and San Marino.25 Within its borders,
the states do not charge any customs duties for each other. Furthermore, they have a
23

24

25

“Setting the EU’s political agenda.” Consilium - European Union. Accessed December 2016. http://www.consilium.europa.eu/
en/european-council/role-setting-eu-political-agenda/.
European Commission. Luxembourg Publications Office of the European Union.20 years of the European single market - together for new growth: main achievements. Luxembourg: EUR-OP, 2012. doi: 10.2780/66906
Communication Department of the European Commission. “ Customs.” European Union website. Accessed November 2016.
https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/history_en.
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common customs policy on imports from outside the EU.26
The freedom of movement of persons denotes that all EU citizens are allowed to
live, study, work or retire in any of the Member States.27 Mutual recognition of official
documents from different Member States therefore plays a key role in this part of
European integration. Under the principle of free movement of workers, it is illegal
for employers to engage in any kind of discrimination based on the nationality of the
worker, as long as they are an economically active resident.28
Freedom of establishment and freedom to provide services further support the
economy through allowing professionals, companies and self-employed persons who
are legally working one Member State to be economically active in any other EU state.29
The only exceptions to this law are the professions that exercise political authority.
The most recent among the four freedoms, free movement of capital aims to increase integration and competitiveness of the EU economy. It abolishes all restrictions
on capital movements between any Member State and another member or a non-EU
country.30 This liberalisation also promotes the use of euro in the international arena,
therefore reinforcing EU’s role in global economy.31
ii. Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)
Before the EMU, the Union had the European Exchange Rate Mechanism and each
Member State used its own currency. It was a complex system which essentially
weighed Member States according to their contributions to the EU economy and kept
currencies’ values close to each other.32
The EMU aims to integrate the European market in order to provide economic stability, growth and optimum employment. The Economic and Monetary Union includes
all the Member States, though there are some countries who have not adopted it to
full extent.33
The essence of the EMU is the coordination of economic policies between Member States. The basics of macroeconomics rest on two types of policy-making: fiscal
and monetary. Fiscal policies are the ways governments decide to spend their money
and adjust taxes; while monetary policies are enacted by a central bank in order to
affect the money supply. Throughout the European Union, fiscal policies are coordinated through The Stability and Growth Pact’s limits on government debts (less than
26
27

28
29

30

31
32

33

Ibid.
“Free movement of persons.” The Internal Market. Fact Sheets on the European Union. European Parliament. Accessed December 2016. http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/displayFtu.html?ftuId=theme3.html
Ibid.
“Free movement of service.” The Internal Market. Fact Sheets on the European Union. European Parliament. Accessed December 2016. http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/displayFtu.html?ftuId=theme3.html
“Free movement of capital.” The Internal Market. Fact Sheets on the European Union. European Parliament. Accessed December 2016. http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/displayFtu.html?ftuId=theme3.html
Ibid.
“European Currency Unit Definition.” Financial Times Lexicon. Accessed February 2017. http://lexicon.ft.com/Term?term=European-Currency-Unit.
“Economic and Monetary Union.” European Commission. Accessed December 2016. http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/
euro/emu/index_en.htm.
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60% of the state’s Gross Domestic Product) and deficits (less than 3% of the GDP) so
that all Member States can uphold the standards for the internal market.34 The monetary policies are implemented in the eurozone, which consists of the 19 Member
States (Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland,
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain) who have adopted the euro as their currency.35 The European Central Bank
independently issues monetary policies in the eurozone, which are then coordinated with other members’ policies through the collective European System of Central
Banks in order to ensure price stability.36
In the wake of the global financial crisis of 2008 and the subsequent European debt
crisis involving Greece, Portugal, Spain, Ireland and Cyprus not being able to pay their
national debts, the union created a plan to deepen the EMU.37 This plan, explained by
the Five Presidents Report, sets the first stage “Deepening by Doing” between 1 July
2015 and 30 June 2017, detailing ways to “make the best possible use of the existing
Treaties” in order to boost the Union’s capabilities within the current legal frameworks.38 Stage two is “completing EMU” by 2025, implementing new frameworks and
making euro more durable to financial shocks.39 The five presidents of their respective
EU institutions hope to expand the eurozone to involve all Member States, establish a
euro area treasury and have specialised fiscal policies for members’ cases.
iii. Regional Policy
One of the major problems of the European Union with regards to economy is the
disparity between regions. The Regional Policy aims to facilitate economic growth,
support job creation, increase competitiveness, and increase the quality of life of citizens.40 It addresses all European regions but has designated less developed regions
to be focused on which are mainly within Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania and Slovenia.41
In line with the EU’s aims to complete market integration and expand the eurozone
to all eligible Member States, almost a third of the EU budget has been dedicated to
solving this problem until 2020. Regional Policy is delivered through three main funds:
the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), European Social Fund (ESF) and the
Cohesion Fund.42
34

35
36
37

38
39
40

41
42

Economic and Monetary Union. Fact Sheets on the European Union. European Parliament. Accessed December 2016. http://
www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/displayFtu.html?ftuId=theme4.html
Ibid.
Ibid.
Jean-Claude
Juncker,
Donald
Tusk,
Jeroen
Dijsselbloem,
Mario
Draghi,
Martin
Schulz.
The Five President’s Report: Completing Europe’s Economic and Monetary Union. European Commission.
22 June, 2015.
Ibid.
Ibid.
The EU’s main investment policy.” Regional Policy - European Commission. Accessed December 2016. http://ec.europa.eu/
regional_policy/en/policy/what/investment-policy/.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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iv. Antitrust
The amount of freedom the EU provides within the single market brings the need
for certain protections from unfair conditions. The EU aims for the companies to act
independently from each other, motivated by the market competition to keep prices
low and quality high.43 Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union sets the prohibition of agreements between two or more actors in the market which would restrict competition – preventing the companies from establishing
monopoly over a product and setting the prices.44 Article 102 prohibits firms that are
dominant over a market from abusing their position, namely by limiting production
or setting unfair prices.45

b. Military
The European Union has undertaken many operations in Europe, Africa and Asia;
with several operations currently ongoing.46 These operations are decided on by Member States during the Foreign Affairs Council, and they work in coordination with the
EU delegation in the mission area, using civilian and military instruments.47
Military force is an area in which European integration has been kept at a relatively
low degree, and there is currently no “EU Army.” The Common Security and Defence
Policy is a framework for the cooperation of Member States’ armed forces both within
and out of the EU’s institutional structure. However, Article 42 of Treaty on the European Union states that the union “shall not prejudice the specific character of the
security and defence policy of certain Member States”,48 prioritising autonomous action over common policy. The article also prioritises obligations to the North Atlantic
Treaty, which 22 of the Member States are a part of. However, it also calls for a far more
unified system of military forces, possibly with a permanent structured cooperation.
Many calls to realise this within the European Council has been made by Belgium,
Germany, Italy and particularly France in the wake of November 2015 Paris attacks; but
consensus could not be reached with the United Kingdom’s strong opposition.
A realised common initiative is the EU Battlegroups, with each of the 18 Battlegroups comprising of approximately 1500 soldiers drawn from Member States except
for Denmark and Malta; with the contributions of Norway, Turkey, Macedonia and
Ukraine.49 They are under the direct command of the Council of the European Union,
43

44

45
46

47
48

49

“Antitrust.” Antitrust: Overview – Competition - European Commission. Accessed December 2016. http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/overview_en.html.
European Union. “Consolidated version of the Treaty on European Union.” 13 December 2007. 2008/C 115/01. Accessed December 2016. http://www.refworld.org/docid/4b179f222.html
Ibid.
“Military and civilian missions and operations.” European Union External Action. Accessed December 2016. https://eeas.europa.eu/topics/military-and-civilian-missions-and-operations/430/military-and-civilian-missions-and-operations_en.
Ibid.
European Union. “Consolidated version of the Treaty on European Union.” 13 December 2007. 2008/C 115/01. Accessed December 2016. http://www.refworld.org/docid/4b179f222.html
Major, Claudia, , and Christian Mölling, “EU Battlegroups: What Contribution to European Defence?” Stiftung Wissenschaft und
Politik, 2011. Accessed December 2016.
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and aim to undertake rapid deployment.

c. Legal Action and Foreign Affairs
As an entity that neither can be classified as a supranational nor as an international one50, the European Union has its unique sets of law that are accepted unanimously
to be binding for every member state.51 The question regarding its organizational basis has been a matter of debate in recent years, with two possible outcomes on the
horizon: becoming a federation or a confederation. Though the consequences of this
gradual change within EU are unpredictable, certain Member States are observed to
be supporting different sides. A federal administration, which represents “a system
of government in which significant governmental powers are divided and shared between the central government and small sub-national units”52, is especially idealised
by Germany. This can easily be associated with Germany’s own system of governance,
where the central government and sub-national governments are separately functioning with distinctive jurisdictions, but the central government holds the responsibility in the matters of foreign and economic policies. A confederal alliance, though,
which represents “a system of government or administration in which two or more
distinct political units keep their separate identity but transfer specified powers to a
higher authority for reasons of convenience, mutual security, or efficiency”53 is apparently preferred by the United Kingdom. This clearly shows UK’s intentions of minimum
control and exercise of power of the EU over Member States and maximum national
sovereignty, parallel to the its decision of exiting the Union.
Turning the attention to the domestic law of the organization, there are nine distinct legal acts of the EU treaties, regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations,
opinions, delegated acts and implementing acts.54 Of these nine, the treaties serve
as the constitutional basis of the EU, specifying the decision making process and the
direct influence and area of jurisdiction EU has over its member states.55 Regulations
and decisions are to be abode by every member and their implementation within the
countries are to be detected by the national authorities.56 Incorporation of the directives to the national legislations of the states is a highly prominent condition that is
checked by the European Commission. Along with the rest of the components, EU law
50

51

52

53
54

55
56

Carleton University Centre for European Studies, (CES). “Extension: Is the EU a federation or a confederation?” Carleton
University EU Learning. Accessed March 2017. http://carleton.ca/ces/eulearning/introduction/what-is-the-eu/extension-is-the-eu-a-federation-or-a-confederation/.
“Applying EU law.” European Commission, Your Guide to Policies, Information and Services. February 22, 2017. Accessed March
2017. https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-making-process/overview-law-making-process/applying-eu-law_en.
Carleton University Centre for European Studies, (CES). “Extension: Is the EU a federation or a confederation?” Carleton
University EU Learning. Accessed March 2017. http://carleton.ca/ces/eulearning/introduction/what-is-the-eu/extension-is-the-eu-a-federation-or-a-confederation/.
Ibid.
“Types of EU law.” European Commission, Your Guide to Policies, Information and Services. November 23, 2016. Accessed
March 2017. https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-making-process/types-eu-law_en.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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is binding for all and every member is expected to be following the law at all times.
Setting aside the inter-governmental affairs, the EU law also covers the specification
of all the rights attributed to the citizens of the organizations, with the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights.57 If the law is breached by any means, the European Commission
has the authorization to proceed with formal infringement proceedings of theirs and
can address the European Court of Justice upon the case if seen necessary.58

d. Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
The European Union has spent around 40% of its budget on “producing safe and
secure food supplies, innovative farming and efficient and sustainable use of land
and forests” in recent years.59 The members follow a common agricultural policy, which
aims to produce safe and environmentally conscious food that is in sufficient quantities for Europe.60 The common policy is meant to protect farmers from market crises
and too much change in prices; but it has also been criticised for setting minimum
prices too high which harms consumers.61
The EU also follows a common fisheries policy with the intention to sustain the
profitable market while protecting the environment by preventing overfishing, and
monitoring oil and gas extraction’s effects on the marine environment.62 Furthermore,
bilateral agreements with non-EU countries allow EU suppliers to fish in distant waters.63 While fisheries may seem like a trivial matter, it should be remembered that
Greenland exited the European Union in 1985 over a fishing rights dispute. Moreover,
it may be argued that the common fisheries policy is the reason Norway, Greenland
and Iceland do not want to be a part of the EU.

e. Development and Humanitarian Aid
Since its establishment, the European Union puts the outmost importance on human rights and the value of human lives which is an indicator of it being the world’s
largest aid contributor, sending humanitarian aids to over 140 countries since 1992.64
The organization reaches out to an average of 120 million people for help annually and has set its purpose on such humanitarian missions to be helping people in
57

58

59
60
61

62

63
64

“Justice and home affairs.” European Union website. November 11, 2016. Accessed March 2017. http://europa.eu/european-union/topics/justice-home-affairs_en.
“Applying EU law.” European Commission, Your Guide to Policies, Information and Services. February 22, 2017. Accessed March
2017. https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-making-process/overview-law-making-process/applying-eu-law_en.
“Budget.” European Union website. Accessed December 2016. https://europa.eu/european-union/topics/budget_en.
“Agriculture.” European Union website. Accessed December 2016. https://europa.eu/european-union/topics/agriculture_en
Tran, Mark. “EU agriculture policy ‘still hurting farmers in developing countries’.” Poverty matters blog. October 11, 2011.
Accessed December 2015. https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/poverty-matters/2011/oct/11/eu-agriculture-hurts-developing-countries.
“The Common Fisheries Policy (CFP).” Fisheries - European Commission. October 07, 2016. Accessed December 2016. https://
ec.europa.eu/fisheries/cfp_en.
Ibid.
“Humanitarian aid & civil protection.” European Union website. March 09, 2017. Accessed March 2017. http://europa.eu/european-union/topics/humanitarian-aid-civil-protection_en.
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need throughout the world regardless of their nationality, religion, gender or ethnicity,
based on the Treaty of Lisbon.65 EU helps the states both during and after the crises,
trying to protect the lives and rights of the beings and stabilize the region in means
of security. Almost all of the current crisis zones, namely Syria, South Sudan, Ukraine,
Central African Republic, are included in the list of the states receiving help from the
organization.66 The aid supplied to the areas is sent with the direct cooperation of the
non-governmental organizations, international organizations, Red Cross societies and
UN agencies. The EU also includes the Civil Protection Mechanism under the roof of
the European Commission, established to take immediate action against the emergencies both within Europe and worldwide.67 The mechanism boasts of having given
direct responses to the triple disaster in Japan, ongoing civil war in Syria, forest fires
and floods in the Balkans along with the ebola epidemic in West Africa.68
European Union is also involved with taking measures for increasing the level of
development within low-income and least developed countries. In 2013 alone, the
budget allocated for developmental expenses peaked at 56.2 billion euros.69 Taking
United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals to the core, the EU centralized its
concentration on mainly eradicating poverty along with the rest of the goals and
thus spared an additional 1 billion euros to make sure that they are planned and
implemented further in 79 African, Caribbean and Pacific countries.70 EU has started
its projects on providing safe drinking water to 5.000 households in Timor Leste and
eradicating female genital mutilation in Senegal and has reached tremendous success including expansion of toilet access from %35 to %65 in the former country and
5.300 communities giving up on mutilation in the latter.71

III. Membership and Accession
a. Copenhagen Criteria
The European Union stresses regional development in order to reach parity between Member States, but it is also meticulous about the members it decides to accept in the first place. The conditions of eligibility in order to become a Member State
have been set out in Copenhagen European Council in 1993.72 The Copenhagen Criteria
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for admission to the EU may be summed up as:
1. The rule of law ensuring democracy, the stability of governmental institutions,
human rights and the protection of minorities;
2. A functioning market economy that would be able to manage the competitive
pressure and other market forces within the EU;
3. The capacity to implement all the policies, rules and standards of the EU law;
and dedication to the aims of political, economic and monetary union.73
Non-member countries must satisfy the first criterion to even start the accession
talks to become a candidate and eventually a member state.74 EU is quite strict about
enlargement; and it can be said that it only seeks countries that can add to the success of the union without requiring constant support from the rest of the members.
The rising pressures on the European Union are partly to blame on the “ineffectiveness” of the Copenhagen Criteria.75 The main criticism stems from their vagueness,
especially concerning concepts such as democracy or free market.76 This vagueness
leaves room for discretion as well as failures in the implementation of the criteria,
particularly on the Eastern European members’ part. According to the reports of some
EU agencies, the specific definitions of certain terms within the criteria are made on
a case-by-case basis – which means that they are inconsistent.77 Consequently, the
criteria can be interpreted in any way by a country’s government officials reviewing
the EU process and so are applied inconsistently throughout Member States. Another
problem that the Union faces is the disagreements over which criterion should have
priority.78 It is apparent that a stable economy is not the first concern since Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain – who have suffered significantly from the European
Debt Crisis79 – are still active members.

b. Candidate States
Even with doubts and the possibility of disintegration looming, the European Union
always has the option to reach out to new members for a larger market and an area
of coordinated development. However, each Member State carries the responsibility
of completely adopting the EU standards and contributing to the Union. The European
Union has candidate states that are in the process of fulfilling the Copenhagen Criteria. The candidates who are in the process of negotiating membership are:80
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ÌÌAlbania
ÌÌMontenegro
ÌÌSerbia
ÌÌThe former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
ÌÌTurkey
Kosovo and Bosnia and Herzegovina are potential candidate states who have been
promised accession talks once they are stable enough.81
It should be kept in mind that while a new Member State would enlarge the single
market and gain new possibilities, accession is a risky process. In a union with this
few members, failure of any single Member State becomes a burden on the whole EU.
Furthermore, a significant part of the EU budget goes to regional development and
decreasing disparities between states.82 A new member who is not up to EU standards
by the time of initiation would force the Union to funnel an indispensible amount of
resources into the region. Another issue to consider is the need for public consent by
the candidate state, as well as the effect of the accession on European citizens. It is
no secret that conservatism and even “intolerance and acts of hatred around Europe”
are on the rise,83 so it is not clear how other members would react. With Brexit on the
horizon and scepticism rising, a new member state could either make up for losses or
push the Union over the edge.

IV. Disintegration and the Rise of
Euroscepticism
a. Doubts about the European Union
The EU has been facing criticism for many years on the account that being a union
halts the progress of individual countries. These critics are called “Eurosceptic”, aiming to slow down or reverse the integration of Europe. The degree of doubts vary, with
Soft Eurosceptic groups only objecting to EU policies that conflict with their state
policies, while Hard Euroscepticism calls for the country in question to withdraw from
the Union.84 Some political scientists point out that the European Union’s image is
suffering because the union cannot fulfil the high expectations it has created in the
first place.85 The “Standard Eurobarometer” surveys show that EU citizens’ trust in the
81
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Union and its institutions has been declining since 2007.86 According to Standard Eurobarometer 8587 published in 2016, only 33% of the Europeans trust the EU, while 55%
distrust it and 12% did not express an opinion.
The survey also reveals the issues that EU citizens are concerned about the most:
Half of its citizens do not trust the European Union, parties such as European United Left & Nordic Green Left, and The Europe of Freedom and Direct Democracy in
the European Parliament reject integration policies regularly, and anti-EU parties are
soaring within countries.88 Their criticisms need to be reviewed in order to reach the
core of the problem and decide in which ways the European Union should develop
itself.
i. Problems with Democracy
48% of Europeans are dissatisfied with the way democracy operates in the EU.89
Furthermore, half of Europeans think that their country’s interests are not really taken
into account in decision-making.90 Many Eurosceptic critics view the EU as a “technocratic superstate” that aims to bypass national decisions at the expense of democracy.91 They have been claiming that the European Union has a “democratic deficit”,
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which means that ordinary citizens cannot access the legislative procedure, and that
EU institutions lack accountability.92 While there have been reforms in order to fix this
issue, Eurosceptic arguments still stand. The integration of the European states is
undesirable to some, who say that the decisions on many national issues are being
transferred to this international body instead. However, studies show that overall,
only 10-20% of the national laws of Member States originate in the EU decisions.93
Other critics say that EU officials are subject to inadequate controls in terms of transparency, and that EU has created unneeded layers of bureaucracy to take the decision-making process away from individual nations.
Aside from Eurosceptic criticisms, there are also some fundamental problems regarding democracy within the EU. One concern, which decreases democratic accountability, is the low participation in democracy: only 42.5% of EU citizens turned out
in the last European Parliament elections of 2014.94 The European Parliament is the
only directly public-chosen institution that can affect the law making process of the
EU; therefore, low voter turnout means that the majority of the public voices are not
heard while making decisions which affect the whole Union. This may be a problem
of the complicated bureaucracy that comes with these institutions. According to the
surveys, only 54% of Europeans have said that they understand how EU works,95 which
may be a problem since decisions such as leaving the European Union are submitted
to referendum for the public to vote on.
ii. Economic Situation
The Economic and Monetary Union and the single market of EU have been criticised from a variety of issues ranging from illegitimacy to inefficiency.96 In general, the
problem for them stems from 28 members using the same economic and monetary
policies even though each state has its own problems and needs. For example, Brexit
supporters in the UK have pointed out that a large sum (40%) of EU spending goes the
Common Agricultural Policy, which puts minimum prices on products and increases
the price of food throughout Europe as well as only rewarding large land-owners.97
The euro area is the main issue that comes under fire from not just Eurosceptic
fronts but also some leading economists. Within the eurozone, just 56% of Europeans
believe that having euro as their currency is a good thing for their country.98 Some bePrinceton University. DOI: 10.1007/s10272-008-0266-7
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lieve that the euro was “flawed at birth, with economic integration outpacing political
integration.”99 Its effects are never limited to the eurozone, every single problem of the
euro affects the whole European Union and eventually the world.
The main criticism to the European single currency is rooted in the imbalance between the common monetary policy and nations’ financial situations. The European
sovereign debt crisis (also called the Eurozone crisis) is the best example of this.
When Greece, Portugal, Spain, Ireland and Cyprus were unable to pay their national
debts, their national central banks could not respond since the policies about euro
were under the control of the European Central Bank (ECB).100 The ECB and indebted
countries’ creditors called for austerity (decreasing spending in order to meet budget
deficit targets), which caused an economic recession throughout the EU.101 The crisis
has pushed many countries into economic depression.102 It has also contributed to
political power shifts in 10 of the 19 eurozone countries – Belgium, France, Greece,
Italy, Ireland, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain – as well as the
United Kingdom.103 It can be inferred that the ECB’s monetary policies are not always
suitable for the whole eurozone. For example, raising the interest rates in 2011 curbed
inflation in Germany, but it also contributed to recession and unemployment in countries such as Greece, Portugal and Spain.104
Another argument claims that Europe is not an area where a monetary union can
be efficient, because its Member States are too diverse.105 Language and cultural barriers limit the “free movement of labour”; for instance, an unemployed Greek worker
could technically get a job in France but it is not so easy to relocate to a completely
different country. Many believe that EU’s current economical problems come from this
fundamental issue.
iii. Migration and the Refugee Crisis
Concerns over migration are one of the primary driving forces behind Euroscepticism and public fear. This issue may be divided into two: internal movement of European citizens and the incoming surge of refugees.
As it was stated before, EU citizens are allowed to live, study, work or retire in any of
the Member States. This means that a person who is unemployed in their own country
may migrate to and work in another Member State. Especially during the economic
crisis, this right causes a flow of migrants from countries with high unemployment
99
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rates to the ones with more opportunities. This flow usually happens from Eastern
Europe to Western.106 Much opposition is voiced by United Kingdom especially, where
housing prices are rising and some cities are becoming “overcrowded.”107 Furthermore,
this causes a brain drain from Eastern member states since qualified workers are migrating to other countries; which may cause problems in their national economies in
the long run.
The refugee crisis, since 2015, has been putting massive strain on EU funds and
politics. According to the Dublin III Regulation, asylum-seekers must remain in the
first EU country they have entered.108 This has caused refugees to amass in the already volatile Greece, Italy and Hungary.109 The redistribution of refugees is the topic
of many discussions, and Greece, France and Austria in particular have been strongly
criticised for their treatment of asylum-seekers. Countries such as Hungary, Croatia
and Bulgaria established protection among their borders in order to keep refugees
out.110 In the refugee crisis, it is hard to say that the European Union has done enough
to justify their claims on championing human rights. This is one of the issues where
conflict of national interests and Union’s interests can be seen the clearest.
iv. Changing Global Politics
Power shifts in the world affect not only individual countries, but also the European Union as a political entity on its own. In the multi-polar political world, changing
tides point to the need for reforms in order to keep the EU intact.
An issue of concern for the EU is the new administration in its ally United States of
America, the country changing the direction of the last 70 years of its foreign policy.111
It is unclear how cooperative USA will be with the EU for the next four years. Furthermore, the new administration’s negative attitude towards migrants is sure to put more
strain on the EU to take refugees. President of the European Council Donald Tusk, in a
press release about the future of the EU, called Trump’s declarations “worrying” and
finished his statement with the motto “United we stand, divided we fall.”112
Donald Tusk has also drawn attention to “an increasingly assertive China, (...) Russia’s aggressive policy towards Ukraine and its neighbours, wars, terror and anarchy
in the Middle East and in Africa, with radical Islam playing a major role.”113 All these
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factors lead to the global scene becoming more and more unpredictable, which is why
the European Union needs some semblance of stability and security for the future.
v. Internal Situation
The European Union was built on the principle of “ever closer union”, putting aside
differences and committing to the interests of the Union as a whole. However, as
doubts about the EU rise, so do nationalism and xenophobia.114
Europe is facing the largest crowd
of migrants since World War II; mostly
Syrian, Iraqi and Afghan nationals.115 UN
High Commissioner for Refugees Grandi has stated that within this climate,
(Excerpt from a Brexit leaflet. LSE Library)
there is a rise of prejudice and intolerance against migrants and especially Muslims.116 Furthermore, “national egoism” is
overcoming principles of EU integration.117 This is clear in how Brexit campaigners won
over voters with promises of cutting down the budget UK spends on the EU, and becoming a world leader on its own.118
The former President of the European Parliament Martin Schulz has advised against
this type of nationalism: “What we all do in Brussels can only become a success if everybody takes proper ownership. Stop pretending that all success is national and all
failure European.”119

b. Leaving the European Union
The Treaty on European Union does not dictate any circumstances or substantive
conditions for a member to leave the EU; it only includes procedural requirements.120
Article 50 of TEU states that first, “A Member State which decides to withdraw shall
notify the European Council of its intention.” After the European Council provides
guidelines for the withdrawal, EU and the State negotiate the arrangements and decide how involved they should stay in the future. The Treaties of the European Union
stop applying to the State when an agreement is reached; if not, two years after the
State has notified the EC of its intention to leave. The EC may agree to extend these
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two years.121
Withdrawing from the Union is more than a few meetings, however. A leaving member would need to disentangle itself from years of integration and common policies
in almost every aspect. Furthermore, it would need to re-establish most of its foreign
relations and agreements. Taking away the right of free movement from national capital, labour, goods and citizens is a process that needs to be planned very carefully.
If the State would like to rejoin the European Union, it would be subject to the same
rules, stated by TEU Article 49, as other candidate states.122

c. Euroscepticism in Member States

Austria had joined the EU in 1995 with 66.6% of the citizens’ approval, yet there is
still some degree of aversion to the union’s policies and institutions.123 The state’s
current Chancellor and representative in the European Council, Christian Kern, speaks
on behalf of his political party that is pro-EU integration. There are still many Eurosceptic parties active in the country, opposing globalisation, the euro and the power
of the EU over nations.124 However, public opinion seems to have shifted to support
staying in the union ever since the UK referendum, even though the public has an
overall soft Eurosceptic outlook, opposing certain EU policies.125
Belgium is part of the Inner Six and shares Brussels as the de facto capital of
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the European Union.126 The parties with Eurosceptic views have relatively little power
within the state and the Prime Minister Charles Michel is an avid supporter of “unity
to deal with Russia, with terrorism and the terrible situation in Syria, and with the
potential changes in the US.”127
Bulgaria presents a mostly pro-EU stance among both citizens and politicians, and
Eurosceptic political parties get a small percentage of the parliamentary positions.128
Following its parliament’s early dissolution in January 2017, the new government continues its support of EU policies. The interim Prime Minister Ognyan Gerdzhikov has
also voiced his plans to join the eurozone.129
Croatia, as the most recent member of the EU, shows a generally positive public
opinion of it.130 The Prime Minister Andrej Plenković, who represents the state in the
European Council, supports European integration.
Cyprus presents a delicate situation for the European Union. The republic lead
by Nicos Anastasiades officially has sovereignty over the whole island according to
international law; but in practice, the northern part of the territory is governed by
the independent Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus.131 Some view the existence of
Turkish troops within TRNC as an illegal occupation of EU territory.132 Possibly due to
these inner tensions, the Cypriot government is eager to support European integration
at every aspect, regardless of citizens’ negative opinions, even advising other Member
States to stay within the EU.133
Czech Republic has a history of Euroscepticism, with initial refusal to ratify certain
articles of the Lisbon Treaty (amending the Treaty on the European Union)134 and purposely staying out of the eurozone.135 The prime minister Bohuslav Sobotka seems indefinite about the issue; first asserting that debates to leave the EU may happen after
Brexit,136 then speaking against both British and Czech potential withdrawals from the
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Union.137
Denmark is notorious for refusing to accept the Treaty on the EU at first as a result
of its public referendum, and demanding to be exempt from certain common policies.138 Despite efforts of various pro-EU political parties’ efforts throughout history
– including that of the current Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen – Danish public
has refused to let the government abolish these exemptions and fully integrate into
the EU.139 Citizens also favoured hard Eurosceptic parties in the most recent European
Parliament elections.140
Estonia is represented in the European Council by its PM Jüri Ratas, who is the
leader of the pro-Russian, Eurosceptic political party. The country is nevertheless a
politically stable one and “no seismic policy shifts are in sight.”141
Finland demonstrates a mostly positive attitude towards European integration, but
there is some opposition to EU policies. The government of Prime Minister Juha Sipilä
wants to limit work and social security benefits of EU citizens from other Member
States and also opposes common defence.142
France, facing a critical election on 23 April 2017, has an increasingly hard Eurosceptic streak. Most of the public has a negative view of the EU,143 and it is apparent
that nationalism and xenophobia are on the rise within the country.144 It is important
to note that the strongest of the three presidential candidates, Marine Le Pen, has
proposed a “Frexit” referendum and promised to immediately start undoing FranceEU relations if she is elected.145 She is also known for her enthusiastic support of the
Trump administration and refusal to pay back the hundreds of thousands of euros
she has taken from the European Parliament and wrongly used.146 Meanwhile, pro-EU
François Hollande has become the most unpopular president in French history and
his hands are tied by the fact that neither the citizens nor any of the presidential can137
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didates will endorse his personal ideas anymore.147
Germany is currently at the heart of the EU and is leading its foreign policy.148 The
Chancellor Angela Merkel is on the forefront of many recent international negotiations. She has faced pressure from her citizens due to paying other Member States’
debts during the economical crisis and choosing to provide asylum and humanitarian aid to refugees.149 Furthermore, even though the public has doubts about the EU,
the foreseeable future of Germany shows that the country will keep its position as a
champion of the Union since the most likely September 2017 election candidates are
firmly pro-EU.
Greece is one of the most Eurosceptic Member States within the EU,150 and the
country’s withdrawal from the Union has been debated many times over the past few
years. After the 2008 global financial crisis, Greece’s “extreme violation of the euro’s
fiscal rules” and huge budget deficits were exposed.151 In the following year, the European debt crisis hit the eurozone; Greece has borrowed €366 billion from the International Monetary Fund and other EU Member States – particularly Germany and France
- to cover its debts so far.152 In exchange, the country implemented “austerity” measures that cut down government spending and arguably made the economic situation
and living standards even worse.153 The public protested violently and mostly blamed
other EU countries; the former Minister of Finance even called the loans “predatory”,
stating that 97% of the total loans went to private German and French banks.154 The
current Prime Minister(PM) Alexis Tsipras, leader of a soft Eurosceptic party, was elected with promises of lowering austerity measures. In a referendum in 2015, the Greeks
voted against getting another loan.155 Overall, the country’s most prominent concern
is whether they should maintain their membership to the eurozone.
Hungary is represented by its PM Viktor Orbán whose harsh anti-refugee policies
create hardship for the rest of the Member States.156 The migrant crisis is a controversial issue for the Eurosceptic government, and the PM is at odds with the EU because
he is against the Union’s interference with his decisions to increase his political pow147
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er.157
Ireland is a “success story” for the EU, going from a bankrupt state of the 2009 European sovereign debt crisis to having the strongest economic growth rate in the eurozone within six years.158 The country, lead by PM Enda Kenny, has the highest public
approval rate of the European Union among Member States, with 80% of the citizens
supporting membership.159
Italy is another member of the Inner Six that lead European integration. The country has received over half a million asylum seekers during the refugee crisis, its government initially straining under the Dublin Regulation that required the refugees to
stay there.160 Not only did Italy under the PM Paolo Gentiloni call for mass deportation
of refugees, it also went through a recent referendum where the public refused to
increase integration with the eurozone.161
Latvia, represented in the Council by PM Māris Kučinskis, has no plans to exit the
EU or make fundamental changes to it – mostly due to the fact that it is a neighbouring country to Russia.162 The state has even installed a fence on its Russian border
against illegal immigrants.163
Lithuania is currently dealing with the issue of qualified citizens leaving to settle in
other Member States,164 and may be interested in reviewing the free movement within
the single market. Its head of state is the President Dalia Grybauskaitė.
Luxembourg is another member of the Inner Six and both a defender and an exemplar of European integration.165 The pro-EU country, represented by PM Xavier Bettel, has found the balance between globalisation and national identity.
Malta, over the years, has also been concerned about the large numbers of African
migrants it has been receiving.166 However, no radical decisions about the EU seem to
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be on the way for the head of government Joseph Muscat.
Netherlands is symbolic in its position as both a founder of the EU and one of the
most Eurosceptic Member States. The “Nexit” supporter hard-Eurosceptic party PVV
has immense support among citizens, even though other soft-Eurosceptic and proEU political parties have refused to form a coalition with them.167 Furthermore, Dutch
people have rejected an EU-Ukraine trade deal in a referendum in protest of the European Union itself.168 A referendum to leave the EU may not be possible for the country
soon,169 but in the European Council, pro-EU Prime Minister Mark Rutte has to mediate
between the Dutch public and the Union.
Poland is another country that has chosen to opt out of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union before signing the Treaty of Lisbon amending the
Treaty on European Union. The current ruling party, whose vice-chair is the Prime
Minister Beata Szydło, is soft-Eurosceptic and made some authoritarian changes in
the country.170 EU has threatened to freeze their voting rights if they do not follow “the
rule of law.”171 Poland has also protested certain fishing policies of the EU and would
like them to be changed.172
Portugal was also affected by the European debt crisis and experienced a Great
Recession between the years 2010-2014, borrowing €79 billion from the IMF and EU.173
The country, represented by PM António Costa, supports integration deepening the EU
single market as well as making other international trade deals; but it would also like
to give national parliaments bigger roles in decision-making.174
Romania supports European integration and most of the citizens have a positive
outlook on the future of the EU.175 Its parliament, headed by President Klaus Iohannis,
is mostly composed of pro-European parties.176
Slovakia has repeatedly defended the Single Market and the free movement of
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workers which its citizens benefit a lot from.177 The PM Robert Fico champions the
state’s policy of keeping the EU’s political cohesion intact against rising problems.
Slovenia is another country with a pro-EU streak; promoting solidarity and political
cooperation against rising problems.178 The Prime Minister Miro Cerar, though from a
soft Eurosceptic party, supports integration.
Spain has experienced a 16% drop in the public’s support for EU, but still almost
half of the Spaniards still have a favourable opinion of the Union.179 The Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy is part of a Europeanist party that supports integration.
Sweden has had a generally problematic relationship with the EU throughout its
membership, and usually had UK as an ally in negotiations.180 Neither the public nor
its PM Stefan Löfven would support the Economic and Monetary Union or further integration of the EU.181 However, Sweden would back reformations to make the EU more
efficient.
United Kingdom, upon a “Brexit” referendum held on 23 June 2016, is designated
to leave the European Union by the summer of 2019, with 52% of the public vote.182
Brexit has lead to a Eurosceptic uproar throughout the Member States, empowering
populist183 fronts and shedding doubt on the future of the whole Union. Theresa May
became the new Prime Minister that is to lead the UK out of the EU as well as its single market.184 According to an economic analysis issued by the European Parliament,
European economy will not recover from the Brexit shock for at least another two
years, and the UK needs to clarify its relationship with the EU as soon as possible.185
The withdrawal from EU means completely reforming the country’s foreign relations
and trade deals as well as taking away certain rights from both EU and UK citizens.

V. Conclusion and Issues to be Addressed
The European Union may be comprised of sovereign Member States, but it is also
a political entity on its own. It has power, influence, weaknesses and mistakes. No
matter what the point of view on it is, it is undeniable that the EU has immense effect
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on both global politics and its citizens’ daily lives. The cracks in the Union become
increasingly visible as time passes, however.
It is up to the European Council as the collective presidency of the EU to steer the
Union in whichever direction. Some Member States wish to fulfil the vision of “ever
closer union”, while others think that the EU has too much power over individual nations. The main concern is just how unified the Member States should be. The committee’s responsibility is to propose reforms in order to make the European Union
more efficient and agreeable for all members – after all, conclusions have to be put
forward in consensus. The Integrity of the European Union is a topic which encompasses all policy areas of the Union as well as individual complaints and arguments of
Member States. Therefore, a formidable conclusion should include logical roadmaps
on how to fix as many of these issues as possible, and which EU institutions should
charge on these solutions.
Some topics to consider are:
ÌÌBrexit – How will UK’s withdrawal affect the Union and its common policies?
How should the country go about its separation? Are there any other Member
States to follow?
ÌÌEuroscepticism – How should the EC address public concerns? What can be done
to overcome xenophobia? Can the EU withstand nationalist fronts? Is there imbalance between Member States, any countries too effective in decision-making? Is the EU worth protecting? Is it more beneficial to completely disband?
ÌÌFuture of the single market – Should the four freedoms be modified? How could
we restrain the brain drain from the East to the West? Is there any way to improve the single market further?
ÌÌEconomic and Monetary Union, and eurozone – Is EMU actually beneficial?
Should common fiscal and monetary policies be abandoned? Is there any alternative to complete integration or abandonment? Are there any Member States
that should leave the eurozone?
ÌÌCommon Security and Defence Policy and the possibility for an EU Army
ÌÌExpansion of the EU – Are the Copenhagen Criteria sufficient? Should any candidate states be reconsidered? Is it worth compromising the common fisheries
policy and take steps to renegotiate membership with Norway, Greenland and
Iceland? Should the EU work on expanding or is it too risky?
ÌÌProcedural issues – Should we make EU more accessible to public? How to increase voter participation? Any ways to increase accountability?
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VI. Introduction
The drug market in the European Union, as with any other organised crime, is a
massively profitable presence that is constantly evolving, slipping through legal cracks
and escaping authorities. Drugs represent a multi-faceted issue which has repercussions for many areas of life. Primarily, they may affect the health and life conditions
of individuals and therefore the whole society; resulting in legal issues, diseases,
psychological problems and even death. On a larger scale, the criminal activity and
dirty money involved in illicit drug trade has the power to shift countries’ economies
and politics; not to mention the security threats posed by organised crime groups
and local gangs. Drug trafficking feeds off of citizens to finance not only crime groups
but also terrorist organizations like Taliban and ISIS, which is also why it is an urgent
security matter.

Source: European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction

As the European Union develops responses and new mechanisms to deal with the
illicit drug market, the market becomes increasingly complex, advanced and unpredictable. New reports show the rise of illicit drug use and trade in the EU in 2016-2017,
and the time has come for the European leaders to direct their Union to better ways
of fighting against this problem. The European Council has the priority of “preventing
and combating organised crime” in its long-term agenda.186 Therefore, the Council
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should find both long-term and short-term solutions; so even though the focus is
on combating illicit drug trafficking, addressing legal issues and preventing drug use
would also be useful.
A market has two sides: supply and demand. In order to cut off the illegal drug
supply, we must first understand the demand.

VII. Illicit Drug Use in the European Union
a. General Definitions
First of all, the distinction between “illegal” and “illicit” drug use should be made
clear. Illegal substances are explicitly forbidden by the laws of a country, and the punishment for their possession, use and trade is specified. However, something illicit
does not have to be illegal; it could be outlawed but it could also just be condemned
or disapproved by a society.
In the context of entities such as the European Union and the United Nations,
which consist of many countries with their own laws and differing societies, “illicit
drug use” is the non-medical use of internationally tracked and prohibited substances.187 There are different legal processes applied to the possession, sale, transport and
making of variable drugs across the EU. Overall, any drug - such as cannabis (marijuana, hashish) - being tolerated in a country does not make its use any more licit in the
European Union. It is in every country’s benefit to shut down underground activities
related to drugs and come up with common policies, if possible.
The illicit drug market is a dynamic and complex organism to tackle. Taking a look
at the chain of events involved in this trade also reveals the points to focus in order
to provide security to European citizens. The process of drug trafficking first requires
farming the necessary plants, and acquiring the needed chemicals and special equipment. With these the drug is produced; then trafficked through certain routes while
also being meticulously concealed. The drug is then mixed with other substances to
make it less potent, and distributed that way. The distribution is made wholesale to
large-scale crime groups, filtering all the way down to street-level dealers and finally
meeting its consumer. From the chemists to the corrupt officials turning a blind eye,
every person involved in the process is complicit in this crime.
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b. Drug Use in the European Union
According to the 2016 European Drug
Report, the illicit drug market is not
harmed by the Union’s policies to subdue it, and there is a recent rise in the
use of some substances.188 Furthermore,
the strength and purity of certain drugs
are higher than ever and still increasing.
Exact values are hard to come by due to
the secrecy of criminal activity, but the
European drug market is estimated to be
worth between 24-31 billion euros.189
Drugs have varying percentages of
market share, addictiveness and possible
harm. Therefore, knowing about specific
substances will enable delegates to decide which policies to prioritize.
i. Cannabis
Cannabis is a psychoactive drug that is derived from its relatively easily grown
plant; it is consumed for its mildly euphoric and relaxing effects.190 With 38% of the
illicit drug market share and more than 22 million users yearly, it is the most popular
substance in the market.191 Furthermore, data shows that there is a rise in cannabis produced domestically in the EU instead of imported product from West Africa.192
There are two types of cannabis: herbal (marijuana) and resin (hashish). According to
the analysis of seized product, the average potency of cannabis has doubled in within
the last decade and the prices have barely changed. The ways of consuming cannabis
are also getting more and more innovative, with new edible products, vaporisers and
oils joining better-known smoking and waterpipes. This means that there are more
ways to slip cannabis through unknowing authorities.
Cannabis is the subject of many debates because there no known cases of death by
overdose and it has relatively few health risks in the long term: increased risk of respiratory diseases, decreased learning ability and memory, decreased concentration.193
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Cannabis is legal in Spain, and is illegal
but certain amounts of possession is
practically not a crime in Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia,
Germany, Italy, Malta, the Netherlands,
Portugal and Slovenia - there is still control and sometimes fines involved. There
are firmly opposing Member States
too, such as Hungary, Denmark, Cyprus,
France and the UK. It is hard to generalise international attitudes towards
cannabis since each country has its own
specific laws.
Cannabis is usually seen as the “gateway drug”, which presents little risk on its own but eventually leads to the use of other,
more dangerous drugs. Aside from health concerns, cannabis may prove problematic
because of it plays a large role in the activities and funding of organised crime in Europe, which will be specified later.
ii. Heroin and Opioids
Europe has a well-known history with opium, the drug used as a painkiller when it
wasn’t supporting the decadence of high society since the Roman times. Opium and
related drugs were made from the plant of opium poppy; but modern technology has
enabled the production of the semi-synthetic heroin and completely synthetic drugs
called opioids.194 These drugs are collectively called opiates.
Heroin is a potent and dangerous drug, with a high possibility of addiction from
the first try and an extremely distressing withdrawal period that drives people to take
the drug again to get rid of the effects. It is the second-largest drug in the EU market,
and also causes a significant expenditure on health and social issues. 195 The majority
of known overdose deaths in Europe are because of heroin, and its addicts form onethird of the patients entering drug rehabilitation.196 Furthermore, the drug is usually
injected and addicts may be in unhygienic conditions or share needles; which lead to
getting and spreading HIV/AIDS and hepatitis.
Due to the rise of synthetic opioids in addition to heroin, there are now more substances available consumers. Due to exceptionally large amounts of opiates caught
entering or within the EU in 2015 and 2016, it would be safe to assume that both the
194
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demand and supply are active.197
iii. Cocaine
Cocaine is a stimulant drug, increasing the activity of the body and generally giving pleasure to the user.198 It is
made from the coca plant, which is now
exclusively grown in Colombia, Peru
and Bolivia; and is mostly consumed in
south and west of Europe.199 Cocaine is
highly addictive, and can cause many
(http://drugsdetails.com/cocaine-facts-how-long-does-cocaineadverse effects like depression, parastay-in-your-system/)
noia, asthma and in high doses, sudden
stopping of heart. It could also cause teeth loss or the loss of septum inside the nose
depending on the way it is used.200
The demand for cocaine seems to have slightly declined, but the drug is particularly hard to predict because there are many gaps in official knowledge.201 Cocaine
production is another major money-maker for organised crime groups (OCG), though
its harm is not limited to that. The agriculture of coca plant has caused a lot of deforestation and erosion especially in Colombia where producers cut down trees to plant
coca.202 More relevantly, it is possible that the chemicals used to process the plant
produce hazardous waste which is dumped on the soil or the sea.
iv. Amphetamine, Methamphetamine and MDMA
These synthetic stimulants are primarily made in laboratories by increasingly efficient chemical procedures. These drugs are reviewed together because they are often
substituted for each other, often without the user knowing what drug they have been
sold. What sets them apart from other illicit drugs is that the production mainly takes
place in Europe.203 There are two types of users for them: the first kind is recreational
and performance-enhancing users while the second kind is the high-risk addicts in
possible need of treatment.
Amphetamine is mainly used as hyperactivity medicine, with a moderate possibility
of addiction. In controlled doses, it causes euphoric feelings, a more wakeful body
and higher muscle strength. These effects are similar to that of methamphetamines
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(better known as “crystal meth”). Meth cancels out inhibitions and the need to sleep
or eat. Indeed, due to those short-term effects, both drugs were used to enhance the
performance of soldiers and even housewives in Nazi Germany during World War 2.204
MDMA - better-known as ecstasy or molly – is a drug with low to moderate risk of
addiction and it causes euphoria, increases confidence and empathy with others, and
changes perception of time.205 The withdrawal period usually comes with effects of
depression and high doses in the long term may lead to brain damage.206 Ecstasy is
closely associated with the dance parties and raves of 1980s, but it calls for attention
because it has been observed that the drug is making a comeback in Europe.207 With
increased quality and more sophisticated marketing towards young people, MDMA
presents a renewed risk.
In addition to health and security concerns, these synthetic drugs also pose environmental risks. While producing them,
hazardous chemicals such as acetone,
ether and acids are also generated.208 To
illustrate; the production of 1 kg of amphetamine creates 20-30 kg of toxic waste,
which would mean that just the 6.7 tonnes
of amphetamine seized in ı2013 would have
created 134-201 tonnes of toxic waste within
the European Union’s borders.209 The hazardous waste is poured down the toilet, left
in abandoned cars or apartments, dumped
or buried in forests or fields within containers, set on fire, or mixed with industrial waste and dumped at the sea.210 Dump
sites are a serious environmental problem
especially in Belgium and the Netherlands, where production is the highest.
v. New Psychoactive Substances
The European Union often faces new challenges to the legal barriers it has put for
the drug market; and chemical innovations are among the threats. Designer drugs
- recognized by The Council of the European Union as “new psychoactive substanc204
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es”211 (NPS) - are discovered every week,
often sold openly in shops or online
as legal substitutes for other popular
drugs. They have been defined as “new
substances that imitate the effects of illicit drugs”, and could sold under terms
such as “legal highs” or “food supplements.”212 NPS pose a threat since they
are in a legally grey area, where their
distribution is not strictly controlled
and their potential harm is understood
only after they have caused poisonings,
outbreaks or death.213 They are used not
only by people who want to recreationally experiment, but also long-time
addicts, prisoners, self-medicating patients and people trying to enhance their performance or appearance.
The exact number of NPS users is hard to determine, and public surveys reveal
an estimated minimum of 8% of EU young adults aged 15-24; with the highest percentages of users found in Ireland, France, Spain and Slovenia.214 The number of new
psychoactive substances reported is getting higher each year, with most of them imitating the effects of cannabis. Another example is “bath salts” that are used instead
of amphetamines or MDMA, and have caused thousands of cases of poisonings.215

VIII. Trade of Illicit Drugs in the European
Union
a. Production of Illicit Substances
The supply of drugs within the European Union is rapidly advancing, with producers managing to escape detection. Production processes differ greatly among drugs,
but the base procedure could be either cultivating or manufacturing the product. Cultivation, as the act of preparing and growing crops, is the first step of producing plant211
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based drugs such as cannabis, heroin and cocaine.216 The production could take place
in anywhere from a flowerpot to whole fields; and cannabis is usually only dried while
heroin (and other opiates) and cocaine are made with complex chemical procedures
that are applied to opium poppy plants or coca plant leaves, respectively. Manufacturing,
on the other hand, refers to chemically processing those plants or creating synthetic drugs such as amphetamines, methamphetamines, MDMA and new psychoactive
substances.217 Illicit drugs are produced both within and out of the European Union’s
borders. Due to international law, the EU could only intervene with the production
happening within its Member States; but it is also crucial to understand Europe’s international drug suppliers to intercept the trade routes.
Production within Europe mainly happens in the cases of cannabis and synthetic drugs. Although a portion of the
consumed cannabis is smuggled from
other countries, a good half of the seized
product – mostly herbal – in the EU seems
to have been grown internally.218 Moreover, the plant is mostly grown indoors
in controlled environments, ranging from
home-grown product for personal use to Cannabis grown indoors, found in the UK (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2671945/Marijuana-dance-floor-Poindustrial-scale cultivation in warehouses lice-1MILLION-cannabis-plants-growing-inside-former-nightclub.html)
by organised crime groups. When grown
outdoors, cannabis plant is usually hidden among other crops to avoid being caught.
Most detections of large-scale cannabis production in the EU have been in the Netherlands, Belgium, Spain and the United Kingdom.219 Production in these countries is
done by Dutch crime groups mainly for export, because of the countires’ deep-rooted
links to organised crime.
Synthetic drugs have several different procedures and chemicals involved in their
production. United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime estimates that the amphetamines, methamphetamines and MDMA(ecstasy) consumed in the EU are almost exclusively manufactured internally.220 Production is variable and flexible; “cooks” can
manufacture these drugs on any scale ranging from kitchen labs to industrial amounts
in factories. Europe is the main global producer of MDMA; its manufacture mostly
takes place in the Netherlands and Belgium. Amphetamines are also largely manufactured in these two countries, in addition to Poland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and
216
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Bulgaria – with smaller quantities also reported from Germany. Methamphetamines,
though composed of similar chemicals, are produced mainly in the Czech Republic,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and sometimes Netherlands.221 European producers manufacture and transport
synthetic drugs around the European Union, while also exporting them
overseas.
Illicit drugs imported from regions outside the EU present another case, since different routes and
actors are involved in their trafficking. Cannabis shows up again in the
list of illicit drugs bought from foreign countries, mostly in the form
of resin(hashish) this time. The imported drug has lower quality and
potency than the domestic product; Europe’s main foreign cannabis
supplier is Morocco, followed by Afghanistan.222
There also seems to be a large
amount of heroin and other opium
poppy-based drugs brought into the
EU. Opium poppies are cultivated in
South-West Asia (Afghanistan, Pakistan, India), South-East Asia (Laos, Myanmar) and the Americas (Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico).223 As the world’s largest illicit producer of opium, Afghanistan is Europe’s
main supplier of heroin and other opiates; accounting for most of the 121-162 tonnes
of heroin yearly consumed in the EU. While it is presumed that the chemical processing of opium to make it into heroin generally takes place in Afghanistan as well, there
is not much evidence to prove or deny it.224
Cocaine is also brought in majorly from outside the European Union, namely from
Bolivia, Colombia and Peru. The processing of the cultivated coca leaves is also believed to happen primarily in these countries; although some manufacturing labora221
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tories have been recently found in Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands and Poland.225

b. Drug Traffickers
At this stage, it is crucial to define the main actors of the global drug trade: organised crime groups (OCG). They could be described as associations of criminals
acting entirely or partially outside the law; usually for economic gain but sometimes
for political ends – as in the case of terrorist groups.226 OCGs could be structured in
different ways depending on whether they are transnational, national or local. Depending on their origin and organization style, they could have specific names such
as mafia, yakuza or triad. What separates organised crime groups from regular street
gangs is that OCGs are typically systematic; they have established methods, territories
and member relations. Drug trafficking is one of the most common activities for OCGs,
although this activity may go hand in hand with other crimes like human trafficking,
organ trade, weapon smuggling, contract killing and political corruption.227
Many transnational and national OCGs are involved in the European drug market
from production to retail, though only some of these groups are based within the European Union’s jurisdiction. Balkan transnational organised crime groups are involved
in heroin trafficking and have Croatia, Bulgaria, Greece, and Romania among their
bases. They are a unique example because their structure is shaped around ethnic
associations and clan-like friendly ties, rather than traditional hierarchy.228 Among
prominent national groups are Dutch OCGs, also called Penose, the criminal network
based in the Netherlands; they are largely involved in cannabis, cocaine and synthetic
drug trade in the EU.229 The historically infamous Italian mafia is highly structured with
well-established hierarchy and code of conduct; and it deals with the cocaine trade
within Europe.230 The British, as the pioneers of organised crime, have a very large network of gangs and they are also associated with cocaine, heroin and synthetic drug
trade.231
Drug trafficking is not an isolated crime. Aside from the violent behaviour of consumers and street-level dealers, transnational organised crime brings criminal activity into new proportions. Other criminal activities which are necessary to carry out
drug trafficking include illegal possession and smuggling of firearms for protection,
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setting up fake businesses for money laundering, bribing corrupt officials, coercing
smuggled individuals into partaking in drug production and using violence to keep a
group’s market position.232 Furthermore, the immense supply of money gained from
drug trade creates a chain of chaos; it perpetuates drug trade, finances terrorist organisations that trade with OCGs and puts immense strain on government funds for
both security and health concerns.

c. International Trade Routes
i. Cannabis

The EU cannabis market, yearly valued at €9 billion, is an attractive opportunity
both for OCGs and for street gangs, causing violent inter-gang conflicts. As the EU’s
largest established foreign supplier, Moroccan cannabis resin enters the European
Union primarily through Spain.233 From there, most of it is moved to the Netherlands
and Belgium to be distributed to the rest of the Member States. For the Afghan cannabis resin, Albania seems to be the main arrival and distribution point for the EU; although UK receives a considerable amount through its ports, too. The largest markets
for Moroccan and Afghan cannabis are Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom.234 Belgium is also reported to
have received cannabis herb shipments from Senegal and Ghana through its har232
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bour.235
Cannabis herb grown within the EU is trafficked to all Member States from the Netherlands, with main buyers being Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden and
the United Kingdom. Czech Republic is also an important distributor for Central Europe.236 One rising concern is the rising seizures of cannabis herb in Italy and Greece,
signalling production and trade being carried out in these countries. Turkey is also a
potential risk for cannabis inflow to the EU, since the country has recemtly seized 180
tonnes of cannabis herb (more than all of the EU Member States combined).237
Although many criminal groups are involved in intra-EU trafficking, Dutch and Vietnamese OCGs have an established reputation and play the biggest roles in the distribution of cannabis. They are known to collaborate with Moroccan OCGs through
the ethnic Moroccan groups living in France, Belgium and the Netherlands. Albanian
criminal gangs and the Italian mafia also take part in the illicit cannabis trade.238
ii. Heroin and Other Opioids

http://medcraveonline.com/FRCIJ/FRCIJ-01-00021.php

Opium cultivation and subsequent heroin production in Afghanistan requires a
long supply chain to get to the European Union borders because of the distance.
The main heroin trafficking course into the EU is the “traditional” Balkan route, from
Afghanistan to Iran then to Turkey. From Istanbul, wherein heroin transports to the
EU are managed, the Balkan route branches into three. The first is the sea route running through Greece, Albania and Italy; second is a land road over Bulgaria, Croatia
235
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and Slovenia going into Austria or Italy; and the
last branch runs on land through Bulgaria and
Romania to Hungary, Austria, the Czech Republic, Poland or Germany.239 The product is hidden
within lorries or cars on land routes, while it is
put in sea containers when being transported
through ports. Heroin also shipped into the EU https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-2745209stock-footage-istanbul-may-container-ship-king-byron-imo-marshall-is-with-full-of-cargofrom Turkey by air. A newer route goes into Turkey from Iraq and Syria instead, which is a highly
serious threat due to the issue of this route financing terrorist organisations, such
as providing up to 1 billion dollars annually for ISIS.240 In addition, relatively lower
amounts are shipped over Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia, then through the Black
Sea.241
Since 2013, the increase in heroin shipment detections has lead analysts to believe
that there is a “supply-side” push in the market.242 This means that even though there
had not been previous demand, the availability of wholesale amounts of heroin and
easy access to the drug has increased the consumption of heroin. Reports also point
to a fall in street prices on the drug and an increase in purity; which point to higher
availability of heroin in Europe.243
Due to the geographical circumstances, Turkish OCGs are the essential traffickers
and distributors of heroin in Europe. Reinforced by key groups among the many Turkish migrant communities living in the EU, they have a rooted presence in the underground trade. Albanian and Pakistani OCGs also control some of the trade; helping
link Turkish heroin suppliers with the local markets.244
iii. Cocaine
Cocaine is brought into Europe from Latin America mainly through air and sea
routes. Over two-thirds of recent seizures of cocaine in Europe indicate that the sea
route was preferred, since it allows for large shipments and hiding cocaine in the containers of commercial ships is relatively easier.245 Brazil is a major port of departure for
the European market, as Bolivian and Peruvian cocaine is shipped by sea from there.
OCGs move Colombian cocaine over land to Venezuela and use the busy sea traffic in
the Caribbean to their advantage in order to ship the drug overseas. Aside from those
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main hubs, cocaine is also shipped
directly from Colombia, though that
way is becoming increasingly secure.246 After cocaine leaves Brazil
or Venezuela, there are two main
routes that could be taken. The first
is the Caribbean route, using the
Dominican Republic and Jamaica
as centres for distribution. This way,
cocaine enters the European Union
borders either by sea through the
Azores (an autonomous region of
Portugal), or by mostly unknown
air routes. The second route is going through West Africa and nearby
islands and then reaching Europe.
Most critical sea-access points of cocaine into the EU are Spain and Portugal in the
south, and the Netherlands and Belgium in the north.247 OCGs who use the air route
favour the Netherlands and Spain as well, followed by France and Portugal; also using
the United Kingdom, Italy, Germany and Belgium.248 A point of concern includes the
increasing use of other established drug trafficking routes for smuggling cocaine, such
as the cannabis routes in the Balkans or Morocco, and East African heroin routes.249
Overall, Spain and the Netherlands are key areas of distribution of cocaine after the
drug arrives in Europe.
Importing cocaine into the European Union borders includes increasingly complex
concealment procedures for the drug. Known methods range from forcing humans to
swallow packages of cocaine before getting on planes, to chemically incorporating
cocaine into legally imported materials like plastics and shipping them off the be
extracted in criminal laboratories.250 Furthermore, OCGs are known to regularly recruit
corrupt workers into major harbours and airports in order to make trafficking easier.
In terms of economic actors, Colombian cartels and the Italian mafia dominate
mass cocaine trafficking into Europe. Italian, Dutch, Spanish and British OCGs play the
major roles in intra-EU distribution into Member States. Those national OCGs sometimes even work directly with Colombian cartels in a “franchise” model, resembling an
actual company with smaller distributors.251
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iv. Amphetamine, Methamphetamine and MDMA
Synthetic drugs are mainly produced
within the European Union borders, and
are usually trafficked within the continent, though there is some exportation
too. Dutch, Belgian, British and German
OCGs are the main players in smuggling
illicit synthetic drug supplies into Western Europe.252 Lithuanian and Polish OCGs,
alongside outlaw motorcycle gangs, are
dominant in trafficking synthetic drugs
into Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden). The trade
of these drugs usually goes hand in hand
with other illicit substances. As such, cannabis-producing Vietnamese OCGs in the Czech Republic are also active in the trafficking of synthetic drugs.253 Dutch OCGs are also known to engage in exporting MDMA
and crystal meth to Australia and New Zealand.
Aggressive marketing and product branding is a unique characteristic of this market, particularly with MDMA. The ecstasy pills come with different logos, in many
shapes and colours. This indicates a competitive market and subsequently the high
popularity of synthetic drugs
v. New Psychoactive Substances
With over 560 types of known drugs, the market for “legal highs” is low-risk and
high-profit. As an innovative market, new psychoactive substances’ trade mainly operates through the internet. While there are prominent European sources in the market,
globalisation has allowed Chinese companies to spread their legitimately produced
substances. Indian companies also profit from NPS trade.254 These foreign companies
synthesise NPS and ship them in bulk to Europe by sea or air. Some of these substances are sold directly on the black market. The rest is processed in EU into “legal
highs”, chemical research materials or food supplements, then sold openly online.255
The legally grey substances and their trafficking is hard to track since previously unknown and untracked chemicals keep coming out; and much of the trade activity is
done on legal grounds.
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d. Digital Market for Illicit Drugs
The internet has transformed the illicit drug trade, opening up new opportunities
to connect with customers and suppliers, as well as providing ways to increase the
efficiency of drug production. It is possible to separate the internet into layers. The
surface layer or the “visible web” is the part that is accessible to search engines like
Google or Bing; it encompasses approximately 4% of the whole online content.256 Deep
web, which has become some sort of an urban legend, is the rest of the content inaccessible to search engines. Blocked or private sites, limited access networks could be
parts of the deep web; and they are typically accessible through searching particular
sites. While most of the deep web is not intentionally hidden, a small portion called
the “dark net” is encrypted on purpose, only accessible through special web browsers.257 Due to its anonymity, most of the illicit activities happen on the dark net. Still,
trade of new psychoactive substances happens openly on the surface web too.
The internet allows for completing certain stages of the drug trade (like cargo
tracking) without personal interaction with humans, lowering the chances of detection. Deep web provides a platform to form drug trade networks, from producers,
wholesalers and financial experts to consumers. With enough technical skills to use
the dark net, anyone can access information on illicit substance production skills and
certain drug supplies; and make worldwide trades using the postal system and electronic funds transfer. Furthermore, this way of drug trafficking allows for more direct
contact between the supplier and the consumer, cutting out some of the middle level
people and therefore enabling more profit gain.258
For all its conveniences for criminals, dark net markets are still highly unstable
and may appear and disappear at any given time. There have been some official
operations against illicit digital drug markets, most famous of which is the FBI takedown of “Silk Road”, a large dark net drug market worth millions of dollars (Silk Road
3.0 is currently operational, however).259 When Silk Road was examined, it was seen
that the European Union represented 6% of the consumers. For supply, The United
Kingdom(10%) and the Netherlands(6.5%) had the largest amount of European drug
exporters. On Silk Road 2.0, Germany was the second most popular country of origin
for drugs on the dark market with 14%, followed by the UK with 13.8%.260 This may point
to the rising prevalence of European deep web drug trade.
Official analysis of the dark net has not yielded any information on traditional
organised crime groups engaging in large-scale drug trade.261 However, it is not clear
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whether this means that there are no drug-trafficking OCGs on the dark net, or that
there exists a new type of OCG successful enough to hide all their digital tracks. In
addition, analysts suggest that in the future there might be a sort of “dark cloud”
comprised of entirely decentralised digital marketplaces.262

IX. Current Actions of the European
Union Against Illicit Drug Trade
Countering organised crime is one of the European Union’s main objectives, and
combating illicit drug trade is a major offshoot of that policy. Targeting production
and reducing the drug supply is addressed by various EU policy areas. The main plan
in action is currently The EU Drugs Strategy 2013-2020 (made operational by the EU
Action Plan on Drugs). The objectives of the Strategy call for:
ÌÌa tangible decrease in the demand for drugs, drug addiction and drug-related
health and social problems;
ÌÌobstruction of the illicit drugs market and decreased availability of illicit drugs;
ÌÌheightened coordination through communication for countering drug trafficking at the EU and international levels;
ÌÌprogressive sharing of monitoring,
research and evaluation of intelligence and a better understanding
of the effects of EU interventions
in order to come up with a reliable
and comprehensive base of evidence for actions.263
The international nature of drug trade
and the challenges rising due to globalised criminal activity necessitate several EU institutions, agencies, groups and
Member States to work in collaboration
with each other while planning and implementing drug policies. A list of involved bodies can be seen in the figure:
Aside from the four main deciding
bodies of the EU, European External Ac262
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tion Service (EEAS) help make diplomatic relations with non-EU countries. European
Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) is a remarkable agency for
the dissemination of reliable information. The European Police Office (Europol) handles internal security and criminal intelligence, while The European Border and Coast
Guard Agency (Frontex) monitors and regulates external borders.264 Additionally, when
a new psychoactive substance is detected, The EU Early Warning System is activated
and the related Member State informs the EMCDDA and Europol.265
The activities of the European Union against the illicit drug phenomenon could
be divided into three parts: directly targeting drug markets and producers, trying to
eliminate the factors helping drug trade (like dirty money or corrupt officials), and
addressing conditions that lead people into partaking in the drug market (such as
poverty or instability).266 Europol, for example, carries out international operations to
arrest drug dealers and bring down criminal networks affecting the EU.

X. Conclusion and Issues to be
Addressed
The illicit drug market is driven by the purpose of achieving profit and power. It is
among the most profitable fields for organised crime groups, and the European Union
citizens spend 21 to 31 billion euros on this market each year. The ramifications of the
drug market are vast: both the drugs themselves and their administration methods
carry serious health risks, drug production creates environmental harm, drug trafficking financially feeds other types of criminal activities and terrorist groups, public
workers and politicians are corrupted, and society becomes more violent and unstable. Huge government and Union investments go into abolishing illicit drug trade, but
the fact remains that this criminal activity is not showing any signs of disappearing.
As time passes, the drug market evolves alongside globalisation and technology.
Criminal groups quickly detect and exploit any weaknesses in security caused by the
busy nature of international trade or the accessibility of internet. Organised crime
groups themselves are evolving; expanding to different types of drugs and criminal
activities, and forming alliances. New production techniques and trade routes arise,
but even though the market takes advantage of them, well-established actors and
hubs remain vital for illicit drug trafficking.
The European Council’s role is to set general guidelines on how to proceed with
tackling the illicit drug trade. EC can advise other institutions, agencies or countries
to implement certain policies or ask for them to take certain matters in their hands.
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Reviewing existing strategies, for advising related authorities on ways to develop or
revoke them is also an option. Issues to address while working on combating illicit
drug trade include but are not limited to:
ÌÌReducing the drug supply in the EU – Where are the key areas to focus? What is
to be done against the unpredictability of the market? How to respond to rising
purity and potency? Anything missing from existing strategies?
ÌÌTrade routes – How to address the air and sea shipments coming into the EU?
Is there any need for reinforcement in known transport spots? How do recent
global crises play into the drug trade? Should the EU prioritize preventing the
financing of terrorism?
ÌÌOrganised crime groups – Is it possible to fill the gaps on our knowledge of
their business models? How to address transnational criminal activity? Are
Member States’ legal disparities exploited too much? Any way to keep OCGs
from collaborating? Any way to keep foreign OCGs out of Europe?
ÌÌThe internet as a new facilitator of the drug market
ÌÌPossible cooperation – Are any more collaborative efforts between Member
States needed? Any further foreign cooperation (Turkey, Albania, etc)? Does the
network of anti-drug agencies need any additions? How to make them function
better?
ÌÌNew psychoactive substances – How will authorities keep track of them? Is it
possible to stop their importation?
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